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The Boston Main Drainage Tunnel extends for 7.12 miles from Ward 
Street to Deer Island. The lined diameter of the western part of the tunnel 
is 10.0 feet , whereas the lined diameter of the eastern part of the tunnel is 
11. 5 feet. The geology has been mapped on a scale of 20 feet to the inch. 
Such data should be of value in planning future engineering projects in the 
Greater Boston area. Moreover, the stratigraphic and structural observations 
in an area of poor surface exposures are of inestimable value to geologists. 

A total thickness of 5678 feet of sedimentary rocks was exposed in the 
tunnel. They belong to the middle part of the Boston Bay group. The lowest 
uni t exposed, the Dorchester member of the Roxbury conglomerate, is 1357 
feet thick and was divided into 52 stratigraphic units. The Dorchester mem
ber is composed of 63% argillite, 21 % shale, 9% conglomerate and 7% 
sandstone. The Squantum tillite, 399 feet thick, is divided into 5 strati 
graphic units. This formation is 98½% tillite , 1 % sandstone and ½% argil
lite and shale . The Cambridge argillite, of which 3922 feet is exposed in the 
tunnel, is divided into 13 st ratigraphic units. It is composed of 95 % argil
lite and 5% slate. In addition, numerous dikes and sills of diabase are ex
posed in the tunnel. 

The tunnel cuts across the northeast flank of a major anticline that 
plunges eastward. In general, the strata dip 20° to 45 ° north-northeast, occa
sionally east or even east-southeast. Inasmuch as the tunnel is diagonal to 
the strike of the strata the apparent dip of the beds exposed on the wall 
of the tunnel is less than the true dip. Folds in the tunnel consist of three 
general types. Some are slump folds produced during sedimentation. Others 
are congruous drag folds contemporaneous with deformation. A third set are 
incongruous folds or "buckles" of diverse orientation. 

One hundred and fifty-eight faults and probable faul ts were mapped. 
The stratigraphic throw ranges from an inch to 28 feet with a mean of 2 .5 
feet. Slaty cleavage is locally present. Joints are prominent in the tunnel. 

Thirty-five percent of the tunnel was supported by structural steel. 
Eighty-seven percent of the Dorchester shale required support, 9 percent of 
the Squantum tillite, 11 percent of the Cambridge formation , and 53 per
cent of the diabases . 

* From a th es is presente d as a pa 1·ti a l fu l fillm ent of th e re quire ment s fo r the degree o f 
D octor of Philosoph y in th e D e partmen t of Geo log ic a l Sci e nces, I-Iar vard U nive rs ity. 

** A ssistant Professor, l~Tash ing ton State Univers ity, Pullman, 'i\'ash. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Location and Size of Tunnel 

THE Main Drainage Tunnel, a project of the Metropolitan Dis
trict Commission, pierces rocks in the central part of the Boston Basin 
(Figure 1). It is 7.12 miles long and is located at depths of 293.5 to 
303 .5 feet below sea level ( Boston City base), partly under the City 
of Boston and partly under Boston Harbor ( Figures 1 and 3). The 

Canion 
0 I 2 3 4 5 M I LES 

Roc kl and 

7 1°00' 70'45' 

FIGURE 1.-lN DEX MAP OF GREATER BOSTON SI-IOWING LOCATIOK OF PRINCIPAL 

T UNNELS h" BEDROCK. 

west end of the tunnel is 2000 feet southwest of the Museum of Fine 
Arts and the east end is at Deer Island in Boston Harbor . As shown 
on the geologic map ( Figure 2), the tunnel trends diagonally across 
the north limb of a large eastward-plunging anticline and intersects 
all of the rock types of the Boston Bay group. 

Construction of the tunnel was begun by Morrison-Knudsen, 
Kewitt and Maney on May 24, 1954, and completed by February 16, 
1959. The tunnel, consisting of two headings which meet at an angle, 
is intersected_ by vertical shafts at its termini and near the middle, 
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where it changes direction. From west to east the shafts are known 
as shaft A, shaft B and shaft C respectively, names which will be 
retained in this report ( Figure 2). The heading joining shafts A and 
B strikes N. 81 °21'10" W. and is known as A heading ; the heading 
between shafts B and C trends N. 69 °43'47" E. and is called C 
heading. 

FIGURE 2.-GEOLOGICAL MAP OF AREA IN VICINITY OF MAIN DRAINAGE T UNNEL. 

A heading is 13 ,763.12 feet in length and B heading is 23,823.02 
feet long, making a total distance of 37,586.14 feet or about 7.12 
miles. As shown in the lower part of Figure 3, the altitude of the 
invert (floor of tunnel) at shaft A is - 293.5 feet, 10 feet higher 
than the invert at shaft C, which is at altitude -303.5 feet. Thus, 
the tunnel has a uniform and very gentle eastward slope of 0.000266 
ft / ft. 

The lined diameter of A is 10.0 feet, which is 1.5 feet smaller 
than the 11.5-foot lined diameter of C heading. Because of irregu
larities in the rock the overall diameter in both headings exceeds the 
lined diameter by 2 to 4 feet, or, in other words, the concrete lining 
ranges from 1 to 2 feet in thickness . 
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Purpose of Geological Mapping 

The geology of the tunnel was mapped by the author under the 
supervision of Professor Marland P. Billings during the summer of 
1957 and on week ends and occasional evenings until March 1958. 
Although careful attention was paid to all rock exposures, only the 
north wall of the tunnel was mapped systematically. A plan showing 
the geology in the wall at chest level, and a section, showing the 
geology of the north wall , was made in field notebooks on a scale of 
20 feet to the inch. A folio on this same scale, 34 inches by 2 2 inches, 
consisting of 40 sheets, has been deposited with the Construction 
Division of the Metropolitan District Commission and with the De
partment of Geological Sciences, Harvard University. 

The purpose of the investigation was two-fold. The record of 
the geology exposed in tunnels and in excavations should be pre
served to aid in planning future engineering projects. Moreover, 
where the surface geology is poorly exposed, such excavations con
tribute a wealth of stratigraphic and structural information otherwise 
unavailable to geologists. F igure 1 shows all the bedrock tunnels com
pleted in the Boston area during the last 15 years, as well as the 
Dorchester Bay Tunnel, which was driven in the 1880's. 

Previous Geological Work 

LaForge ( 1932 ) described the geology of the Boston area in a 
scholarly report that summarized many years of his own field work 
and that of his predecessors . Other important reports that may be 
mentioned here were written by Emerson (1917) , Billings (1929) , 
Billings, Loomis and Stewart ( 1939 ), and Nichols ( 1956) . 

General Geologic F eatures 
As shown in Figure 2 and in the upper part of Figure 3, the 

Main Drainage Tunnel is on the northeast flank of a easterly plunging 
anticline. Figure 2 shows that the tunnel trends diagonal across the 
strike of the rocks so that the oldest strata are exposed at shaft A 
and progressively younger strata are exposed to the east. These same 
relations are also shown by Figure 3. In general , the strata dip from 
20° to 45 ° north-northeast, occasionally east or east-southeast. Be
cause the tunnel is diagonal to the strike of the strata, the apparent 
dip in the upper part of Figure 3 is less than the true exposure. 

The strata exposed belonged to the middle part of the Boston 
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Bay series of Devonian or Upper Paleozoic age and are 5678 feet 
thick. In addition, sills and dikes of diabase are common. 

A major problem has been to reduce the maps and sections in 
the large folio, on a scale of one inch to 20 feet, to a scale commen
surate with the space available in this paper. Moreover, space does 
not permit both sections and maps. It was finally decided that maps 
would be more valuable. Figures 4 to 7 are geological maps, on a 
scale of 2 50 feet to the inch, a reduction of 12 .½ times from the 
original folio. There are 38 of these strip maps, each covering 1000 
feet of the tunnel. The north (top) side of each strip corresponds to 
the north wall of the tunnel. For clarity, it has been necessary to 
extend the maps for 50 feet south of the north wall; that is, the south 
side of each strip is 38 feet south of the south wall of the tunnel. The 
kind of rock is shown by appropriate symbols. The arabic numerals 
just below each strip correspond to the stratigraphic units given in 
Appendix. The attitude of the bedding is given by appropriate sym
bols just north of the map. The location and attitude of faults and 
dikes .is shown by the proper symbols. Because of restrictions of 
space, only representative data can be shown. Moreover, it has been 
necessary to omit the data on joints and cleavage. Those parts of the 
tunnel supported by structural steel are indicated by a special symbol. 

STRATIGRAPHY 

General Statement 
The Boston Bay group, with which this paper is principally 

concerned, has been divided into two formations by Emerson ( 1917) 
and LaForge (1932 ) . These are the Roxbury conglomerate and the 
overlying Cambridge slate. The Roxbury conglomerate was divided 
into three members, which from oldest to youngest are the Brookline 
conglomerate, the Dorchester slate and the Squantum tillite. Billings 
( 1929 ) recognized three formations , which, in stratigraphic order, he 
called the Roxbury conglomerate, Squantum tillite and Cambridge 
argillite. 

Most geologists who have worked with the Boston Bay group 
have recognized its tendency to change both gradationally and 
abruptly in lithologic characteristics. Recently Billings (personal 
communication) has clearly demonstrated the interfingering of the 
Roxbury conglomerate with the Cambridge argillite. In a sense, all 
of the formations and members heretofore mentioned are merely 
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facies of the Boston Bay group, which includes argillite, shale, sand
stone, conglomerate, tillite and melaphyre. In addition, the layered 
sequences are complicated in places by diabase and melaphyre sills . 

These rocks are entirely unfossiliferous with the exception of 
the upper part of the Roxbury conglomerate, which yields poorly 
preserved, cylindrical casts and molds of the roots or trunks of trees 
( Burr and Burke, 1899) . According to Professor Elso Barghoorn 
(personal communication) the specimens are either Callixylon or 
Cordaites, genera which together span a period from the upper De
vonian to the Permian. LaForge (1932, p . 41) reached a similar 
conclusion. 

Stratigraphy of the Main Drainage Tunnel 

The stratigraphic units established by LaForge (1932, p. 40) 
are retained in this report. LaForge's stratigraphy was originally 
established on the Central Anticline ( Figure 2) where it remains 
valid and practical, although fades changes make it unusable else
where. 

The stratigraphic sequence exposed in the Main Drainage Tun
nel is given in the Appendix, where 70 units are listed. A conscious 
effort has been made to subdivide the column into as many strati
graphic units as appear reasonable. The purpose of this is to allow 
a detailed description of the rock sequence; it is not implied that 
each of the units is suitable for purposes of regional mapping. 

The Dorchester member exposed in the tunnel has been divided 
into 52 units. It consists chiefly of shale and argillite, with some 
sandstone and a few beds of conglomerate, one of which is almost 
100 feet thick. The thickness of the Dorchester member in the tunnel 
is 1357 feet, but inasmuch as its base is probably some hundreds of 
feet south of Shaft A, the total thickness is greater than the figure 
given. 

The Squantum tillite, divided into 5 units, is chiefly tillite, but 
includes some sandstone, shale and argillite. It is 399 feet thick. 

The Cambridge argillite, divided into 13 units, is almost ex
clusively argillite; the portion exposed in the tunnel is 3922 feet thick. 
It is noteworthy that this section of Cambridge argillite is 422 feet 
thicker than the maximum thickness estimated by LaForge ( 193 2) 
and others. 
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The total thickness of that portion of the Boston Bay group 
exposed in the Main Drainage Tunnel is 56 78 feet. 

LITHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 

General Statement 
The principal rocks exposed in the Main Drainage Tunnel were 

shale, argillite, sandstone, conglomerate, tillite and mafic igneous 
rocks ( fresh to altered diabase) . 

Shale 
Shale occurs from stations O + 00 to 5 + 31 , 8 + 40 to 11 + 73, 

23 + 23 to 30+ 97, 31 + 10 to 31 + 80, 32 + 66 to 33 + 94 and 
34 + 33 to 43 + 00 (Figure 4 ). It is found at the base of the section 
exposed in the tunnel and comprises 298 feet of the lower 497 feet 
of the stratigraphic column. Above this, it occurs only as scattered 
and discontinuous laminae in the tillite. 

Purple shales comprise 3 5 % of all the shale and, if streaked or 
mottled gray-purple and green-purple varieties are included, the total 
rises to 65 %. The remaining 35 o/o consists of about equal proportions 
of dominantly green and dominantly gray shales. However, there are 
very few places where the shale is a single color. The various 
stratigraphic units of any prevailing color are typically streaked with 
minor shale laminae of one or more other colors. Tan or flesh-colored 
laminae form notable streaks of this sort. Also, the presence of green, 
flesh-colored or tan lenses or laminae of sandstone against a shale 
background adds contrast to the rock color when viewed in detail. 

In general, all of the colors of the shale are pale and resemble 
somewhat dull pastel shades . Change in color between adjacent 
stratigraphic units is in several examples transitional and involves a 
gradual increase in the number of shale laminae of less abundant 
color to the point where they become dominant in number and 
determine the principal rock color. 

Ten of the 19 stratigraphic units composed of shale are charac
terized by minor amounts of interbedded or interlaminated feldspathic 
sandstone. Furthermore, these include most of the thicker units , so 
that 85 % of the total shale recorded is characterized by minor sand
stone lenses or laminae. Typically these sandstone bands are thin 
and constitute from one to 10% of the unit in which they occur. 

Texturally the shale is a soft, unctuous rock with a slightly 
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clayey odor. It has a smooth, slippery feel and fine particles of it 
can generally be rubbed off on the fingers. The interlaminated sand
stone, on the other hand, is made up mostly of medium to coarse 
sand-size grains. 

The lamination of the shale is remarkably uniform. The laminae 
range in thickness from a centimeter to small fractions of a millimeter . 
Laminae one to two millimeters thick are most common. Very thin 
beds one to five centimeters thick are also common among the shales 
in some localities. The planes of lamination are notably even and 
determine a smoth, planar fissility. In a few local areas a weak slaty 
cleavage cuts the laminae. 

Sedimentary structures other than bedding are generally lacking 
in the shales. In one locality there are some questionable casts of 
oscillation ripples ( Station 5 7 + 8 7). 

The interbedded or interlaminated sandstone has sharp, more or 
less undulating contacts with the shale . In places it forms unbedded 
lenses as much as a foot thick. 

The size of the particles composing shales renders their micro
scopic study difficult. Thin sections show aligned felty or fibrous 
masses of clay-size material composed of chlorite, sericite and kaolinite 
in various proportions. Scattered fragments of angular quartz of silt 
size are common in some of the shale laminae. Small amounts of 
hematite color the purple shales, whereas the green shales contain 
relatively abundant chlorite. 

Quantitative X-ray analyses of five representative shale samples 
show that they all contain abundant quartz, and appreciable sericite 
and kaolinite. Chlorite appears in three samples, albite is present in 
three samples, and one sample contains zoisite or epidote in small 
amounts. The results of the X-ray analysis are summarized in 
Table 1. Chemical analyses of two of these shale samples and two of 
the argillite specimens are shown in Table 2. Using the X-ray analyses 
as a guide to the mineralogy, modal minerals were calculated from the 
chemical analyses. In Table 3 modes calculated from the chemical 
analyses are compared with those determined by X-ray methods. The 
agreement in the percentages of modal minerals determined by these 
two methods is striking. This particular topic is discussed further 
with the mineralogy of the argillites. 

The shale units comprise three-fifths of the lowest 500 feet of the 
column. These are interstratified with units that are dominantly 



TABLE 1 
MINERALOGY OF SHALES AND ARGILLITES 

(Results of Quantitative X-Ray Analysis) 

Percentage composition 

Specimen Quartz Seri cite Chlorite Kaolinite Albite 

M-D 3 (Shale) 42 30 - 28 -
M-D-R 118 (Argillite) 62 14 5 19 -
BH-30A (Shale) 46 32 - 17 5 
M-D-R 115 (Shale) 31 39 14 16 -
M-D-R 83 (Shale) 45 23 11 11 5 
M-D-R 44 (Shale) 52 18 16 9 5 
M-D-R 121 (Argillite) 40 25 17 8 6 
M-D-R 120 (Argillite) 47 25 13 8 5 
M-D-R 11 9 (Argillite) 50 25 6 8 6 
M-D-R 105 (Argillite) 62 18 8 4 5 
M-D-R 90 (Argillite) 37 20 37 - 6 
M-D-R 97 (Argillite) 48 27 14 - 7 
M-D-R 100 (Argillite) 55 22 11 - 8 

Analysis by Fred Layman-February, 1959 
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feldspathic sandstone, arkose and conglomerate . The shale sequence 
is overlain by argillite and underlain by feldspathic sandstone and 
conglomerate. Feldspathic sandstone was exposed on the south wall 
of the tunnel at the base of shaft A, but because of its attitude it does 
not appear on Figure 4. 

TABLE 2 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF SHALES AND ARGILLITES 

Shale Shale Argillite Argillite 
M-D-R 115 M-D-R 83 M-D-R 120 M-D-R 100 
Sta 27 + 47 Sta 40 + so Sta 92 + oo Sta 70 + 74 

SiO2 58.34 67.42 69.98 76.19 
TiO2 1.28 .89 .90 .57 
Al2O3 20.49 16.95 15.70 11.05 
Fe2O3 3.32 1.99 1.73 1.34 
FeO 2 .41 2.17 2.29 1.38 
MnO .08 .OS .07 .03 
MgO 2.24 1.05 1.1 5 1.29 
CaO .60 .60 .12 1.00 
Na2O .24 1.24 1.40 2.45 
K2O 5.43 3.58 3.05 1.85 
H 2O- 1.60 1.78 1.46 1.17 
H 2O+ 2.99 1.68 1.90 .87 
CO2 .44 .34 .05 .62 
P2O5 .20 .11 .07 .12 
s .05 .05 .06 .OS 
ZrO2 .02 .02 .02 .02 
Cr2O3 .01 .01 .01 .01 
CuO .0005 .0005 .0005 .0005 

Total 99.74 99.93 99.96 100.01 

Chemical Analysis by Jun Ito-March, 1959 

Argillite 

Argillite is the most common rock exposed in the tunnel. Except 
for dikes, sills and an occasional bed of sandstone or conglomerate, 
it is the principal rock from stations 43 + 00 to 119 + 16 and 13 7 + 
94 to 375 + 86 (Shaft C) . Slate is exposed from stations 137 + 94 
to 139 + 40 and 198 + 90 to 201 + 38. 

There are 4,778 feet of argillite and local slates in the tunnel. 
Of this , 3922 feet are stratigraphically above the Squantum tillite 
(Table 1) and comprise the Cambridge formation (stations 137 + 94 
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to Shaft C) . Below the tillite and above the shale is a section of 
argillite that is almost continuous (station 43 + 00 to 129 + 57) 
except for 4.6 feet of feldspathic sandstone and conglomerate (station 
85 + 20 to 85 + 66) and another foot of feldspathic sandstone 
(station 118 + 07 to 118 + 10), which appear 406 and 33 feet below 
the tillite respectively. This section is 856 feet thick and comprises 
the upper part of the Dorchester member of the Roxbury conglomerate. 
There are also some thin layers of argillite interbedded with the tillite. 

Most of the argillite in the tunnel section, especially in the 
Cambridge formation, is gray to dark-gray. However, purple, purplish 
brown, tan, and green argillites lie both above and below the Squantum 
tillite. 

In general the overall color of any given argillite is due to a 
predominance of laminae of one particular color over minor laminae 
of some other color as explained in the description of the shale. How
ever , in contrast to much of the shale, most of the argillite is uniform 
in color and local variations are in saturation and brilliance rather 
than fundamental differences in hue. All of these color variations can 
be thought of as a chromatic series with end members determined by 
laminae of a single given color. Whereas for the shales there is 
considerable mixing of the laminae in a more or less continuous series, 
most of the argillites tend to group close to the end-member colors. 
Only in local stratigraphic zones is a continous color series notable 
among the argillites. 

Argillites described in this report as gray to dark-gray or green 
to dark-green are characterized by alternating light and dark-colored 
laminae of the colors gray or green respectively. 

The argillites are typically hard, well indurated, brittle rocks with 
a smooth to slightly gritty feel. Most of them contain abundant silt
size particles and could be characterized as siltstones. However, there 
are great thicknesses of very fine-grained argillites and the transition 
from rocks of this type to rocks that might be called siltstones is 
subtle and complicated in detail. Therefore the term argillite is 
considered superior to any other that might be applied. Thin beds and 
laminae of quartzite and sandstone are sparsely scattered through 
the argillite, but in comparison to the total bulk of the rock, these are 
exceedingly minor in importance. 

The bedding of the argillite is remarkable for its regularity and 
its resemblance to _varves. It is characterized by a rhythmic banding 
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in which individual laminae alternate cyclically in thickness, texture, 
color saturation and brilliance. Typically there are thin, dark-colored, 
relatively fine-grained laminae which alternate with thicker, lighter
colored, coarser-grained laminae in a series of bipartite minor cycles 
or couplets. These may or may not be part of larger cycles consisting 
of groups of laminae. Some minor alternation within individual 
couplets is also evident, but primary laminae are fairly obvious just 
as they are in many other rhythmites (Flint, 1957, p. 293 ) . The 
contacts between couplets are characteristically sharp. 

Pairs of laminae range from two centimeters to less than a 
millimeter in thickness. However, in a given locality the thicknesses 
are fairly consistent. The vast majority of the couplets are between 
0.5 and 1.5 centimeters thick. In a relatively few places there are thin 
beds up to several centimeters thick. 

As previously stated the lamination or bedding of the argillite is 
remarkably regular. Contacts vary from almost-planar to very gently 
undulating surfaces. A well-developed, flaggy parting characterizes 
most of the argillite and planes of fracture are essentially bedding or 
lamination planes. These are generally so smooth that a sharp, clean 
pencil line can easily be drawn on them. In some zones the argillite 
has a slabby or blocky splitting property. The transition from these 
to zones of flaggy argillite may be gradational or abrupt. In a few 
local areas a well-developed slaty cleavage determines the fissility and 
the rock in such places should properly be called a slate. 

Sedimentary structures are fairly abundant in the argillite . They 
include ripple marks, slump structures, flow casts ( ?) or aligned 
bumps, groove casts, and cross-bedding. 

In the tunnel the ripple marks appeared as casts on the under
sides of silty beds or laminae and for this reason were most obvious 
on the ceiling. Because of their inaccessibility it was impossible to 
examine most of them in close detail, but they appeared to be 
symmetrical, like casts of oscillation ripples. Close examination of 
several examples showed that they were indeed casts of oscillation 
ripples rather than casts of current ripples. Casts of interference 
ripples were also abundant. 

Semi-ellipsoidal bumps or flow casts ( ?) appeared on the under
sides of silty beds or laminae. Groove casts were recognized in two 
localities. Unlike the typically asymmetric flow casts whose polarity 
reflects the di~ection of current flow, the semi-ellipsoidal bulges were 
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alike at either end and yielded nothing more than an azimuth of the 
former flow lines. 

Cross-bedding was found at only two localities. In one locality 
the cross-bedded lenses are up to 10 centimeters thick and 2 5 centi.
meters long (station 246 + 50) . In the other locality the lens is 
1 centimeter thick and only 5 centimeters long. 

Slump structures are among the sedimentary features most typical 
of the argillites . They are small to fairly large-scale disharmonic 
folds broken in some cases by faults ( Figure 8) . The folds range from 

Sta. ISJ+-40 ---- Z lee f 

SCALE I : 24 

S t a. /5Jr50 ==--
~ N 69 .5°E 

-------· -- --- -- .- ---- ----~ ----------------:._____.-- - ~ ---- -- ----

.S LUM P FOLD S IN 

CAMBRID GE FORMA T ION 

BO STO N MAIN DRAINA GE TUNNEL 

FIGU RE 8 .-SLUMP FOLDS, NORTH WALL OF T UNNEL, VICINITY OF STATION 153 + 50. 

a few millimeters to 10 feet in wave length and from a millimeter to 
more than 10 feet in amplitude. Most are asymmetric or overturned 
to the east and the axes in general strike a high angle to the trend of 
the tunnel. The folds are entirely intrastratal, that is, they die out 
upward and downward. 

Bedding in many of the slump folds is not sharply defined, but 
" fuzzy" in outline and in all examples bedding plane parting is 
virtually absent. The zones of slump folding are characterized by 
massive areas or rock which lack any obvious tendency to split 
parallel to bedding planes. In addition, many of the slump folds are 
well displayed on joint surfaces. 
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Close examination of the folds shows that some of them are 
broken by small faults , especially near their crests. In some cases 
this faulting verges on brecciation, but no well-developed slump 
breccias were observed among any of the slump structures. In fact 
most of the slump folds examined were not faulted at all. 

Slump structures are the result of penecontemporaneous de
formation of fine-grained, hydroplastic sediments. The term hydro
plastic was suggested by W. L. Whitehead (in Shrock, 1948 ) and is 
explained as follows: 

Fine-grained fragmental sediments with · high water content undergo 
homogeneous change of shape by positional shifting between their constituent 
grains or particles. Adsorbed water films and interstitial liquids facilitate 
this movement on an infinite number of minute surfaces. The materials pos
sessing such intergranular characteristics may be designated hydroplastic. 
Upon loss of water and consolidation they lose this kind of plasticity. 

In essence, the fine-grained muds were rendered mobile by the 
penetration of interstitial water as the hydrostatic portion of the 
sediment pressure increased at the expense of grain-to-grain pressure. 

Probably because of their intrinsic appeal to geologists and 
certainly because of their geologic significance, slump structures are 
the subject of an extensive literature. They have been described in 
detail ( Shrock, 1948; Fair bridge, 194 7), reproduced experimentally 
( Rettger, 1935 ; Kindle, 1917 ; Leith, 1923; Fairbridge, 1947 ) and 
used in the interpretation of former geologic environments (Jones , 
1937, 1940 ; Straw, 1937 ; Rich, 1950 ; Lahee, 1914; Kent, 1945 ). 
There are also many criteria for their differentiation from tectonic 
structures (Rettger, 1935; Leith, 1923 ; Nevin, 1949 ; Fairbridge, 
194 7). 

The slump structures exposed in the tunnel were distinguished 
from folds of tectonic origin for the following reasons: ( 1) De
formation is confined to a zone between undisturbed zones; ( 2) the 
structures show no direct relation to regional tectonic patterns ; 
( 3) many faults and sedimentary contacts are not sharply defined; 
they are typically blurred or " fuzzy"; ( 4) the folds lack bedding 
plane parting and have apparently behaved as massive units during 
regional deformation. 

In contrast to slump structures characteristic of a depositional 
interface, which underlie younger strata unconformably, the slump 
structures of _the tunnel are concordant with the overlying and under-
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lying strata . Such intrastratal structures are probably developed 
within a layered sequence where deformation occurs in response to 
differential compression and/ or the movement of overriding beds. 
These conditions and the associated structures can result from the 
following natural causes : ( 1) Excessive local deposition ( overload
ing); ( 2) slight tilting ; ( 3) earthquake shocks ; ( 4) contemporaneous 
faulting ; ( 5) steepening of slopes by differential deposition ; ( 6) 
undermining of slopes by erosion ; ( 7) removal of ice support ; 
( 8) wave and current action. 

Because 2 5 out of 30 groups of slump folds observed in the tunnel 
appeared asymmetric or overturned to the east , it seems logical that 
they were developed on an east-facing slope. They could have 
originated from overloading with concomitant oversteepening of the 
slope or by undermining or by a combination of these processes. 
Slumping has occurred on slopes as low as 2 ° 31' (Heim, 1908) and 
perhaps on slopes as low as 1 ° (Archanguelsky, 1930) . However, it 
is impossible on the basis of such general information alone to infer 
the steepness of former slopes. 

Local variation in the geometry and direction of asymmetry of 
many of the slump folds argues against their production strictly by 
the drag of overriding bodies. Instead it is suggested that intrastratal 
squeezing or relatively large normal stresses may have been equally 
as important. From this line of reasoning it may be inferred that 
basin slopes were relatively gentle during slumping. 

Although an easterly direction for transport of sediments might 
be inferred from some of the sedimentary structures in C heading, the 
number of sedimentary structures appears insufficient as a basis for 
any firm conclusions in this regard. 

Because of the small size of the particles , the mineralogy of the 
argillites is indeterminate in hand specimens. M icroscopic examination 
is hampered for the same reason and recourse must be made to 
additional methods such as X-ray and chemical analysis. 

Under the petrographic microscope scattered angular to sub
angular particles of quartz of silt size appear in a felty or fibrous 
matrix of intimately intergrown clay-size minerals. Sericite, chlorite 
and some kaolinite make up most of the fine-grained material. It is 
also probable that much finely divided quartz is present, but it is 
difficult to separate this from clay minerals of low birefringence such 
as kaolinite. Opaque matter consists of hematite, hydrous iron oxides, 
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organic matter and scattered pyrite euhedra. Flakes of chlorite are 
particularly prominent in the green argillites. Organic matter is 
chiefly concentrated in the darker laminae. 

Samples of the darker laminae were examined by Professor Elso 
Barghoorn of Harvard University for possible plant spores or other 
microfossils. He reported abundant triturated organic matter in which 
no organic structures were recognizeable (personal communication). 

The results of X-ray analyses of eight argillite and five shale 
specimens are summarized in Table 1. The relative proportions of 
minerals shown are believed to be not more than 20% in error, with 
the exception of albite which is probably too low in each analysis 
where it is reported. As explained in the description of the shales, 
modes were calculated from the chemical data using the X -ray 
analyses as a guide to the expected minerals. The modes calculated 
from the chemical analyses agree remarkably well with those of the 
X-ray analyses, with the exception of albite, hematite, and, in some 
cases, kaolinite. Some of the discrepancies may be accounted for by 
small differences in the samples used for each of these two kinds of 
analysis. 

It is notworthy that the shales and argillites contain relatively 
abundant ferric iron in their chemical analyses. In what mineral this 
occurs has not been satisfactorily determined. 

Porphyroblastic Chlorite Slate 

Between stations 198 + 90 and 201 + 38 porphyroblastic chlorite 
slate, a rock previously undescribed from the Boston Bay group, was 
exposed. This unit is 72 feet thick. 

Superficially this rock looks much like the argillite, with alter
nating light-gray and dark-gray beds that range in thickness from 
1 to 5 centimeter. However, a close inspection shows that the rock is 
peppered with small, dark-green porphyroblasts about 0.2 mm in 
diameter. In the light-colored beds these porphyroblasts constitute 
about 5% of the rock, whereas in the darker layers they amount to 
10 or 15 % 

The rock possesses a slaty cleavage, which strikes N. 70° E. and 
is vertical. Inspection of a hand specimen shows that in a section at 
right angles to the bedding and cleavage the porphyroblasts are 
diamond-shaped with long axes lying parallel to the slaty cleavage. 

Study of a thin section shows that the porphyroblasts are truly 
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diamond-shaped and are about 0.4 mm long parallel to the slaty 
cleavage and 0.2 mm at right angles to the cleavage. Moreover, each 
porphyroblast consists of a circular central part, about 0.2 mm in 
diameter, that is an aggregate of tiny chlorite grains. Parallel to the 
direction of slaty cleavage, on opposite sides of this circular aggregate, 
pressure shadows ( Fairbairn, 1949, p. 54-5 6) are filled by chlorite 
grains 0.05 to 0.1 mm long that have a birefringence of about 0.006. 
The groundmass appears to consist of tiny flecks of sericite, less than 
0.001 mm long, elongated parallel to the slaty cleavage. Some chlorite, 
quartz and feldspar may be present, but were undetected. 

Sandstone 

Twelve sandsone units , with a total thickness of 101 feet , occur 
in the tunnel section. These occur below the Cambridge formation 
and are interstratified with tillite, conglomerate, argillite and shale 
(Table 1). They are located from station 5 + 31 to 8 + 40, 13 + SO 
to 13 + 70, 22 + 88 to 23 + 23, 23 + 27 to 28 + 00, 29 + 19 to 
29 + 38, 30 + 97 to 31 + 10, 31 + 80 to 32 + 66, 33 + SO to 
33 + 94, 34 + 33 to 39 + 02, 84 + 88 to 85 + 20, 118 + 07 to 
118 + 10, and 129 + 57 to 129 + 77 ( Figures 4 and 5). Thicknesses of 
the units range from 0.9 to 41 feet with an average of 8.4 feet and a 
median of 5 .3 feet. Additional sandstone occurs as minor beds, lenses 
and laminae within each of the other rock types . 

The principal colors of the sandstone are tan, green and reddish 
or flesh-colored. In some places the rock is more or less uniformly 
colored whereas in other places it is mottled or mixed in color. Locally, 
the sandstone color is modified by grayish or purplish tones. The 
distribution of colors can be seen from the stratigraphic column. No 
particular stratigraphic trend in the distribution of sandstone colors 
appears evident. 

Most of the sandstone, even where it is interlaminated among 
fine-grained rocks, is medium to coarse-grained. The grains are mostly 
subangular, though some are angular and subrounded. Rounded 
grains are scarce. Sorting is fair to poor and microscopic study reveals 
everything from an abundant clay-size matrix in which larger grains 
are dispersed, to a framework of sand-size grains in which clay-size 
minerals are very minor in amount and interstitial in position. 

Bedding within the thicker sandstone units is characteristically 
thick, a property that is reflected in the slabby to massive splitting 
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property of the rock. Very thin, shale partings are common along 
some of the sandstone units and the bedding planes determined by 
these are typically uneven or undulating. Thinner sandstone units 
and the sandstones within units of other rock types are generally thin
bedded, very thin-bedded or laminated, a property reflected by flaggy 
to slabby splitting of the rock. 

Quartz is the principal mineral found in the coarser fraction of 
the sandstones, but rock fragments and feldspars are present to such 
an extent that most of the sandstones are feldspathic sandstones or 
arkoses (Pettijohn, 1957 ). Feldspar content ranges from only a few 
percent to about 3 5 % in the granular fraction of the specimens 
examined. Most of the feldspar is sodic plagioclase and, in many 
cases, is remarkably fresh, in contrast to subordinate orthoclase which 
is almost universally altered. Clay-size minerals consist primarily of 
sericite with minor kaolinite and scattered chlorite. Hematite in small 
amounts is the chief opaque material and in some specimens acts as a 
partial cement. 

Conglomerate 
In the tunnel there are only three stratigraphic units composed 

of conglomerate. Together they have a total thickness of 117 feet. 
Their individual positions, thicknesses and relations to overlying and 
underlying rocks are well shown by the stratigraphic column. On the 
geologic map (Figures 4 and 5) they are located from stations 11 + 73 
to 13 + 50, 13 + 70 to 22 + 88 and 85 + 20 to 85 + 66. In addition 
there is a thick lens of conglomerate in one of the argillite units 
( Figure 5, station 116 + 00) and there are conglomeratic portions of 
some of the sandstones. 

The thickest conglomerate ( unit 6, station 13 + 70 to 2 2 + 88) 
ranges in color from gray to purple, the two colors recognized by 
Mansfield ( 1906) as most prominent in the Roxbury conglomerate . 
Gray-green and tan are the dominant colors in the other two units. 
The color of the rock is primarily due to the color of the matrix. 

All of the conglomerates seen in the tunnel are typical roundstone 
conglomerates (Shrock, 1948). The clasts are characteristically quasi
ellipsoidal and well rounded. Within each of the conglomerate units 
pebbles form the bulk of the clasts, and cobbles, although common, 
are subordinate in amount. Scattered boulders were conspicuous in 
the tunnel because of their size, but they were few. The boulders 
observed were fairly small; none were more than two feet in diameter. 
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In the upper two stratigraphic units of conglomerate (units 6 and 
45 of Appendix ; stations 13 + 70 to 22 + 88 and 85 + 20 to 85 + 
66) the matrix is arenaceous and is essentially of the same textural 
character as the feldspathic sandstones. The clast to matrix ratio is 
close to 50: 50. In unit 4 (station 11 + 73 to 13 + 50) the matrix 
comprises about 70 % of the rock and consists of unstratified argil
laceous material. It is similar in texture to the surrounding shales. A 
rock of this kind corresponds to the conglomeratic mudstones described 
by Pettijohn ( 1957) . 

The conglomerates exposed in the tunnel are characterized by a 
random distribution of clasts and in this sense appeared truly massive . 
Only scattered and indistinct lenses of sandstone allowed reliable 
estimation of the attitude of the rock. In places there was a vague 
suggestion of bedding among the clasts which generally agreed with 
strike and dip readings from sandstone lenses. 

Although most of the contacts between conglomerate and other 
sedimentary rocks are sharp, some are indefinite or gradational. For 
this reason some of the contacts shown on the geologic map are only 
approximate. 

The conglomerates of the tunnel are good examples of petromict 
conglomerates (Pettijohn, 19 5 7) because of the several lithologies 
represented by their clasts . The clasts consist primarily of quartzite, 
granodiorite, felsite and melaphyre. These are the same rocks found 
by Mansfield ( 1906) in a detailed study of the Roxbury conglomerate. 

Quartzite is everywhere abundant and is in most places the 
dominant clast. Some pebbles of vein quartz are also present. 

Granitic clasts consist of well-rounded fragments of a fairly 
coarse-grained, hypidiomorphic, plutonic rock which is approximately 
a granodiorite in composition. They appear as pink pebbles, cobbles 
and boulders made up of interlocking quartz, microcline, andesine and 
chlorite with epidote and kaolinite as common alteration products. 

Felsite clasts appear as light-colored, aphanitic rock fragments 
which range from rhyolite and trachyte to andesite in composition. 
Colors are typically white, light gray, yellowish gray, reddish , purplish 
and greenish gray. They are everywhere abundant among the smaller 
sized clasts of the conglomerate . According to LaForge ( 193 2) the 
essential minerals are quartz, potash feldspars and sodic plagioclase 
( al bite to oligoclase). 

Melaphyre is a dark-greenish, brownish or purplish rock that 
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consists of secondary minerals, such as albite, epidote, sericite, horn
blende, chlorite and calcite ( Billings, personal communication) ; it is 
altered basalt or andesite. The melaphyre clasts occur as abundant 
pebbles and cobbles and, in a relatively few cases, as small boulders. 
In local sections they outnumber any of the other clasts. 

The matrix of the conglomerates is mineralogically similar to the 
feldspathic sandstones. It contains subangular quartz and significant 
amounts of feldspar and rock fragments. Many of the rock fragments 
are the same as the clasts in lithology but some are fragments of slate 
or argillite. The fine-grained matrix of the conglomeratic mudstone is 
mineralogically similar to the shales . 

Tillite 

Tillite (station 119 + 16 to 13 7 + 94) extends through 399 feet 
of the stratigraphic column. Apart from a 4.4-foot unit of feldspathic 
sandstone and a 1. 7-foot unit of argillite, the entire thickness is tillite . 
This rock forms a coherent unit that separates overlying slates and 
argillites from underlying argillites, shales, sandstones , and con
glomerate. The stratigraphic relations are very similar to those 
heretofore recognized for the Squantum tillite of the Boston Basin 
(Billings, 1929 ; LaForge, 1932 ) . The tillite and associated rocks 
have been described by Sayles ( 1914, 191 6, 1919, 1924, 1929) 
Sayles and LaForge ( 1910), and Schwarzbach ( 1960). 

Most of the tillite exposed in the tunnel is grayish purple, but 
greenish or grayish tillite is also plentiful. Like the conglomerate the 
principal color of the tillite is essentially the color of the matrix and 
color changes are gradational. In detail , however, the abundant clasts 
of various colors add considerable contrast to the background of the 
matrix. 

The texture of the tillite both in the tunnel and at surface out
crops, is remarkably like that of the Pleistocene till exposed in nearby 
parts of the Boston Basin. Apart from the fact that the tillite is a 
well-indurated rock, it resembles till in every way. One is immediately 
struck with the gross heterogeneity and poor sorting of the rock and 
the relative angularity of its particles . The clasts, which are typically 
angular, subangular, and subrounded, range in size from small pebbles 
to boulders several feet long ( a boulder 4 feet long was seen in the 
roof of the tunnel ) . Many are soled, blunted and faceted and some 
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have concave fractures on their surfaces in the manner typical of 
fragments that have undergone glacial abrasion. 

Several striated pebbles and cobbles have been collected from 
the tillite in other parts of the Boston Basin (Sayles, 1914, p. 162), 
but none were seen in the tunnel. However, the schedule of mapping 
and the unwashed condition of the walls did not permit a careful 
search for them. 

The matrix of the tillite ranges from coarse sand size to very 
fine-grained. Microscopic study shows a jumble of angular fragments 
with interstitial clay-size particles in the coarser varieties and a clay 
paste with isolated, angular fragments in the tillites of fine-grained 
matrix. The transition from one type of matrix to the other is in 
some places gradational, whereas in other places patches of very 
coarse and very fine-grained matrix may be in contact. 

In most parts of the tunnel the tillite appeared unstratified or 
massive. In places, however, there were discontinuous, somewhat 
wavy intercalations of thinly laminated shales or argillites from a few 
inches to 3 feet thick and scattered lenses of sandstone from an inch 
to a foot thick. Such bedding is particularly characteristic of the 
lower part of the tillite and is notable for the isolated pebbles and 
cobbles contained within it. In many examples the laminae directly 
beneath the pebbles are depressed whereas the overlying laminae 
appear more or less draped over the pebbles. Thus many of the 
pebbles occupy miniature synclines and are roofed by small, supra
tenuous folds which are the result of differential compaction. Isolated 
pebbles such as the ones described here are typical of many tillites 
and are considered by some geologists ( Pettijohn, 19 5 7, p. 2 7 3) to be 
an essential feature of tillite. 

Near shaft B, the upper portion of the tillite is intensely sheared 
and cut by a slaty cleavage. In this zone many of the pebbles are 
stretched or elongated parallel to the cleavage. The matrix of the 
tillite here is chatacterized by a sheen on the cleavage surfaces. 

Mineralogically the tillite is very similar to the conglomerate. 
Clasts are composed of the same rock types and differ only in sorting, 
shape, and degree of rounding. Microscopic examination shows a 
matrix of feldspathic sandstone or a clay-sericite paste, the proportions 
depending upon the texture of the matrix. Flakes of chlorite are 
scattered through the green tillites and disseminated hematite is 
relatively abundant in the purple varieties. 
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Igneous Rocks 
Numerous hypabyssal bodies of mafic igneous rock are intruded 

into the sedimentary rocks of the Boston Bay group. Sills, dikes and 
discordant bodies of irregular shape intrude all of the sedimentary 
rocks, but are most abundant among the argillites. Megascopically 
the igneous rocks are dark green or almost black, microphaneritic to 
aphanitic, dense, and without any systematic structure. They are 
brittle and have a characteristically irregular fracture, both on the 
scale of a hand specimen or an outcrop many square feet in area. 

Microscopic study reveals an ophitic texture which, with the 
mineral composition, identifies these rocks as fresh to altered diabase. 
Mineralogically the specimens examined range from interlocking ag
gregates of essentially fresh augite, labradorite and, in some cases, 
olivine, to altered masses of chlorite, kaolinite, epidote, calcite, and 
limonite. Characteristic accessory minerals are pyrite and magnetite. 

Dikes range from a few inches to several feet thick. The largest 
dike measured was 26.5 feet thick. However, dikes 2 to 10 feet 
thick are far more common. 

There is a fairly continuous gradation from intrusives with 
highly irregular walls to straight-sided dikes with smooth, parallel 
walls. In the present report the term dike is restricted to discordant 
bodies of tabular shape, hence intrusives with highly irregular walls 
are dismissed from this category. The irregular igneous masses, which 
can be called dike-like bodies, are generally thicker than the dikes ; 
the largest is about 120 feet thick. 

Sills range from a half-foot to several tens of feet thick. The 
largest sill is 7 4 feet thick and the total thickness of all sills is 534 
feet. However, most of the sills are from one to eight feet thick, as 
shown by the graph of sill-thickness frequency ( Figure 9). 

Contacts of the sills are not everywhere concordant, but dis
cordance, where present, is on a very small scale and the sills are 
essentially parallel to the stratification. The borders of the dikes, 
sills and irregular plutons are generally similar in texture to the main 
igneous mass and chilled contacts, although present in some cases, are 
exceptional. 

GEOLOGIC STRUCTURE 

General Statement 
The Boston Basin is characterized by a series of faulted folds of 

late Paleozoic. age that plunge easterly (Billings, 1929; LaForge, 
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1932 ) . The Main Drainage Tunnel crosses diagonally across the 
northern limb of the Central Anticline, which is also the southern limb 
of the Charles River Syncline ( Figure 2). 

In general, in the tunnel the strike of the bedding ranges from 

fatal St!! T/11cKness =S34 feet 

ThicKness Classes 
(in reer) 

FIGURE 9.- FREQUENCY D ISTRIBUTION OF T H ICK NESS OF SILLS. 

N. 65 ° W. to N. 70° E., and the dip ranges from 20° to 45 ° to the 
north-northeast, north, and north-northwest (Figure 2). The trend 
of the tunnel is such that in Figure 3 the apparent dip is to the east, 
but at angles less than the true dip. 

Minor Folds 
Numerous minor folds range in wave length from tiny crinkles 

about a millimeter across to broad warps that span several hundreds 
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of feet. The minor folds discussed here are all tectonic in origin 
and are differentiated from penecontemporaneous slump folds by 
the criteria already given. 

Among the minor folds are some, with wave lengths and ampli
tudes ranging from a foot to several feet, that were widely observed 
in the tunnel. About 30 such folds were seen. Some were congruous 
drag folds , some were incongruous, and others were undifferentiated 
(Hills, 1953, p. 97-99; Billings, 1954, p. 83). 

In general, throughout the tunnel, the bedding strikes essentially 
east-west-actually ranging from N. 65 ° W. to N. 70° E.- and dips 
gently north. This is because the tunnel is on the north limb of an 
anticline . In some parts of the tunnel, however, the strike is more 
nearly north, with the dip to the east. This is true, for example, 
between Shaft B ( station 13 7 + 63 ) and station 14 7 + 00 ( Figure 5), 
and between stations 201 + 00 and 225 + 00. These are places where 
there are large, easterly plunging drag folds on the main anticline. 

Between stations 157 + 00 and 165 + 50 dips of bedding planes 
are generally south. Hence this portion of the tunnel is on the north 
limb of a syncline. North-south strikes, with easterly or westerly 
dips, that occur in this section are in part on the noses of drag folds. 
Others are related to "warps" or "buckles" described below. The 
synclinal axis to the south of this south-dipping limb crosses the 
tunnel at station 15 7 + 00 ; this axis plunges 1 ° in a direction N . 7 4 ° 
E. The anticlinal axis to the north of this south-dipping limb crosses 
the tunnel at station 16 7 + 10; the plunge of this axis is 6 ° in a 
direction N. 80° E. Thus a large, gently plunging drag fold on the 
north limb of the Central Anticline is cut diagonally by the tunnel, 
which trends somewhat more northerly than the fold axes. Inasmuch 
as the tunnel trends about N. 70° E. , and the average trerid of the 
two fold axes is N. 77 ° E. , the angle between the fold axes and the 
tunnel is 7°. The two axes are about 1000 feet apart along the line of 
the tunnel. Thus the map distance between these adjacent fold 
axes, along a line normal to their average trend, is equal to 1000 sin 
7°, or 122 feet. Using an average dip of 25° for the south-dipping 
limb of the drag fold and neglecting the difference in plunge between 
the fold axes, the length of this limb is equal to 122'/ cos 25°, or 134 
feet. 

Inspection of the geologic maps ( Figures 4-7) , shows that the 
strike of the ~edding, as well as the dip, changes along the line of the 
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tunnel. Assuming cyclindrical folding, it is possible to use any pair 
of attitudes of bedding to calculate the attitude of a fold axis. More
over, by use of the stereographic net, it is possible to find the attitude 
of an axial plane from the same data. In practice, adjacent pairs of 
strike and dip measurements were used. Where a series of strikes and 
dips changes progressively, the two most widely separated strikes 
and dips may be used. 

Examples may be chosen from the vicinity of station O + 50 
( Figure 4). Going from west to east the following pairs define a 
northwesterly plunging anticline and syncline, respectively: beds dip
ping 31 ° and 40°; beds dipping 40° and 32°. The following method 
was used to calculate the attitude of the axial planes of such folds as 
well as their axes , in a single operation. 

On the stereographic net the attitude of a fold axis can be found 
from the attitude of the intersection of a pair of beds which form its 
limbs (Billings, 1954, p. 482-488 ) . If a plane is erected perpendicular 
to this line of intersection (i.e ., the fold axis), it will be cut by the 
original pair of (bedding) planes. The angle between bedding planes 
appears on the plane perpendicular to the fold axis. Its value can be 
read by counting degrees along the lower edge (great circle) of this 
plane. This angle is bisected by finding on the great circle a point 
equidistant between the intersections of bedding planes with the great 
circle ( along which the angle is read). By joining this point ( the 
bisector point) with the point on the surface of the hemisphere where 
the bedding planes intersect, the axial plane can be found . This is 
done by finding a great circle common to both points and plotting 
the plant it represents. The method can be visualized if it is 
remembered that the axial plane is equidistant from the limbs of the 
folds and the fold axis is contained within it. 

Complete data for 8 7 of these folds are given in the original 
report. Only the attitude of the fold axes is shown herewith (Figure 
10). Most of the folds have low plunges, ranging from 0° to 
30°. But the direction of plunge is extremely varied; the only 
direction in which folds do not plunge is southwest. The folds that 
plunge to the east are those that are congruous with the regional 
structure, such as those at stations 157 + 00 and 167 + 10. 

On the other hand the folds that plunge northeast, north and 
northwest deviate from the regional structure. They are "warps" or 
" buckles" on the north-dipping limb of an anticline. The wave length 
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of such "buckles" is measured in tens or hundreds of feet. They may 
have formed during the original folding of the Central Anticline, some 
may be later, and some may be related to faults. The relationships 
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of typical "warps" or "buckles," congruous drag folds, and slump 
folds are shown diagrammatically by Figure 11 . 

Another noteworthy feature of the folded structure is the change 
in regional strike from about N. 65 ° W. through much of the western 
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half of C heading to about N. 70° E. toward the eastern end of 
C heading ( Figures 2, 6, and 7). This may reflect a swing in the 
major structure from an easterly to a northeasterly trend, an idea 
that is supported by strikes and dips from a nearby tunnel that crosses 
the Charles River Syncline (M. P. Billings, personal communication) 
and by a change in the trend of slaty cleavage. In other words this 
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FIGURE 11.- THREE TYPES OF FOLDS OBSERVED IN MAIN D RAIN AGE TUNN EL . 

part of the Central Anticline is part of a recess, concave to the north
west, and parallel to folded structures adjacent to the Boston Basin. 
Most of the Boston area is on a great salient, convex to the northwest, 
and the recess demonstrated by the change in trend of the Central 
Anticline is to the east of the salient. 

Joints 
Joints are a prominent feature in most of the rocks of the tunnel. 

They are especially striking in the argillites, the massive conglomerates 
and the tillite. In f4ct joints are the principal tectonic feature of most 
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of the tillite and conglomerate. On the other hand, jointing is relatively 
subdued in some of the softer, less indurated shales. 

Joints range in size from fractures traceable for hundreds of feet 
to tiny cracks a few inches long. In some areas they are spaced as 
much as SO feet apart, whereas in others they are close enough to 
determine a fracture cleavage. Widely-spaced joints are notable in 
the conglomerate and tillite, whereas very closely-spaced joints are 
most typical of the argillite. Some of the larger joint surfaces are 
distinctly curved, although within distances of a few feet almost all of 
the joint surfaces are planar. 

In detail, joint surfaces range from extremely smooth and even 
to fairly rough, characteristics which are especially obvious in the 
obliquely directed rays of a flashlight. For example, joints in the 
argillite either pass regularly through all the laminae or all refracted 
by individual laminae so that their surfaces appear as a series of tiny 
cliffs and ledges like a steep canyon wall in miniature . Many of the 
joint surfaces are slickensided, indicating some movement along them. 
In many places, most obviously in the well-laminated argillites , there 
are minor displacements of a millimeter or so. In fact, small strati
graphic offsets of as much as an inch are common; joints along which 
there has been this much movement grade into small faults , most of 
which are normal faults. Small offsets may also be observed in the 
clasts of the conglomerate and tillite. Jointing in these rocks cuts 
through matrix and clasts alike, although some of the joint surfaces 
are rough in detail rather than smooth. 

Six hundred thirty-eight joints were mapped in the tunnel. In 
general joints were selected for mapping according to their abundance 
in any particular set and their degree of development. No attempt 
was made to record all the joints in any part of the tunnel ; joints are 
far more abundant than shown on the map. To map all the joints 
would have been impossible in the time available. 

Contour diagrams of the poles of joints from the Dorchester 
member, the Squantum tillite, and the Cambridge argillite, show the 
attitudes of major joints in the tunnel ( Figure 12 ) . The sample areas 
range from about a half-mile to two miles in length. 

As shown by Figure 12-A, the most prominent set of joints in 
the Dorchester member of the Roxbury formation strikes N. 10° E. 
and dips 80° _W. Reference to Figure 2 shows that these joints are 
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essentially dip joints, that is, joints striking at right angles to the strike 
of the bedding. 

Figure 12-B shows joints in the Squantum tillite. Most of the 
joints strike N. 75 ° W. and are vertical; reference to Figure 2 shows 
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that these are essentially- strike joints. Three less important sets have 
the following attitudes : N. 40° W. , 90° ; N ., 80° W.; and N. 45 ° E. , 
60° NW. 

Figure 12-C indicates that in the western part of C heading 
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the joints in the Cambridge argillite strike N. 45 ° E. and dip 80° NW. 
Although the strike of the bedding varies considerably in this part of 
the heading, the strike of the joints is essentially perpendicular to the 
average strike of the bedding. However, these joints are diagonal to 
the regional structure. In the eastern part of C heading (Figure 12-D) 
most of the joints strike N. 90° E. and dip 80° S. They are essentially 
strike joints. 

An analysis of joint patterns in relation to the Central Anticline 
indicates that the dip joints are probably extension joints, the result 
of extension during folding . The strike joints are probably release 
joints, due to release of compressive stress after folding. Other sets 
of joints, oblique to the trend of the Central Anticline, are probably 
shear joints. 

Cleavage 

Cleavage is weak or absent in most of the rocks of the tunnel. It 
was observed locally in C heading from the vicinity of station 206 + 
00 to near shaft B (station 137 + 63). Throughout this distance it 
dips steeply in a northerly direction, that is , away from the axis of 
the Central Anticline. Although most of this cleavage is slaty cleavage, 
fracture cleavage is also developed locally. There is a gradual change 
in strike from N. 70° E. near station 260 + 00 to N. 75 ° W. near 
station 146 + 00. Farther west , it swings to a northwesterly trend, 
where from station 140 + 00 to the contact with the tillite (station 
13 7 + 94) cleavage becomes strongly developed. In this zone the 
slaty cleavage is cut by a later slip cleavage along which it is thrown 
into small-scale folds and tiny crinkles. West of shaft B there is a 
well-developed slaty cleavage in the eastern part of the tillite where 
strikes range from N. 80° W. to N. 62 ° W. and dips are steep to the 
north. There is no other pronounced cleavage in A heading. 

In summary, the slaty cleavage, although confined to a few places 
in the tunnel, strikes east-west and dips steeply north. It is thus 
essentially parallel to the axial plane of the Central Anticline (Billings, 
personal communication) . 

Lineation 
Lineation, other than fold axes, which have already been dis

cussed, is shown in several ways. One is by the trace of bedding on 
slaty cleavage ; the attitude for this type of lineation can be readily 
calculated from the data given in the folios. 
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The lineation shown by the porphyroblasts in the porphyroblastic 
chlorite slate ( stations 198 + 90 to 201 + 38) has been described, 
but the tectonic relations have not been discussed. At station 200 + 
80, where specimens were collected, the bedding strikes N. and dips 
30° E. The slaty cleavage strikes N . 70° E. and is vertical. The long 
and intermediate axes of the porphyroblasts lie in the plane of cleavage 
and the long axes make an angle of 80° with the trace of the bedding. 
It was not recorded whether this angle is steeper or gentler than the 
perpendicular to the trace of the bedding. In any case, the long axes 
plunge west at an angle of 60°. This means that during the folding, 
rocks of the Boston Bay group, which were shortened in a north-south 
direction by folding and flowage, were elongated parallel to a line 
plunging 60° W. The clasts in the Squantum tillite, like the porphyro
blasts, were also elongated parallel to the slaty cleavage. Though it 
is unfortunate that the attitude of the long axes of these clasts was 
not carefully recorded, the author recalls that they plunged west 
about 60°. 

Faults 
Faults are common in all the rock types in the tunnel. The width 

of the faults ranges from less than a millimeter to more than a foot. 
The broader fractures are conspicuous because of the large amount of 
gouge they contain. In most of the fractures the gouge is a lighter 
color than the surrounding rock and has the consistency of modeling 
clay or, in some places, shaving cream. Breccia is well developed 
along a few of the faults, but in general it is rare. Most of the faults 
through stratified rocks show drag in the bedding along their margins. 
In a few places the displacement has been along a fault zone that 
consists of several fractures, along each of which there has been some 
movement. 

Slickensides are also characteristic, but, because of the large 
amount of gouge in many of the faults and the fact that most of the 
faults strike at a high angle to the tunnel, it was generally difficult to 
examine them. 

One hundred fifty-eight faults and probable faults were mapped, 
not all of which are shown on the geologic map in this report ( Figures 
4-7). From stratigraphic offset, drag and, in a few cases, slickensides 
it was possible to ascertain the actual or probable sense of displace
ment on 112 of them. Unfortunately, slickensides permitted measure-
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ment of the direction of net-slip in only a few cases. Most of these, 
however, were dip-slip slickensides and it is probable from this and 
from other considerations that most of the movement was at a high 
angle to the strike of the faults . From drag and from stratigraphic 
offset 68 normal faults , 1 7 reverse faults and 2 7 vertical faults were 
identified. The other 46 are undifferentiated because the sense of 
movement along them is indeterminate. 

The attitudes of faults in the entire tunnel section are shown by 
a contour diagram of their poles ( Figure 13 ) . The poles are plotted 
on the lower hemisphere of a Schmidt, equal-area net. It is apparent 
from comparison of the diagram with the geologic map that most of 
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the faults are high-angle dip faults. Inspection of the map shows that 
the strike of 7 3 % of the faults is within 30° of the direction in which 
the bedding dips, whereas 10% strike within 30° of the strike of the 
bedding and the other 1 7 % are intermediate in trend. Most of the 
strike faults occur in the western half of C heading. 

The amount of displacement could be measured in only 63 cases, 
due to a lack of distinctive stratigraphic horizons near every fault. 
Stratigraphic throws range from an inch to 28 feet , with a mean of 
2 .5 feet and a median of 3 .0 feet. The distribution of stratigraphic 
throw along the 63 faults , where it was measured, is shown by 
Figure 14. 
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I gneous I nstrusions 
The attitude of 30 dikes is shown by a point diagram in which 

the poles of the walls of the dikes are plotted on the lower hemisphere 
of a Schmidt equa)-area net ( Figure 15 ) . From the diagram it can 
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be seen that most of the dikes are steeply dipping or nearly vertical 
and strike essentially north-south. A few strike northwest or west
northwest. 
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The north-south dikes, with their typically smooth, straight walls, 
can be considered a distinct set. The diabase of most of these is 
relatively fresh , composed chiefly of augite and plagioclase, but with 
some alteratioq minerals such as chlorite, calcite and epidote. 
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The diabase of the northwesterly trending dikes and the igneous 
bodies of irregular shape contains more alteration minerals than the 
diabase of the north-south dikes. 

The sills are in many places offset by both normal and reverse 
faults and in some places are concordant with closely folded sedi
mentary rocks. It appears that sills such as these have been folded 
rather than intruded among originally folded structures. On the other 
hand there are zones where sills are concordant with homoclinal strata 
and their relation to tectonic events is indeterminate. However, it is 
believed that most of the sills were intruded prior to the folding. The 
diabase is generally altered and in most cases appears similar to that 
of the irregular igneous bodies and those dikes with a general north
westerly trend. At station 77 + 00 there is an example of a north
westerly dike feeding a sill. The altered diabase in both the dike and 
the sill is identical. 

LaForge ( 193 2) described post-orogenic, steeply dipping, regular , 
north-south dikes similar to the ones seen in the tunnel. He also 
recognized earlier (pre-orogenic) sets of northwest-southeast dikes 
and east-west dikes which may be contemporaneous. According to 
LaForge, several sills, intruded in the Cambridge argillite, could be 
traced to parent dikes with an east-west orientation. 

ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF THE GEOLOGY 

In analyzing the engineering aspects of the geology, attention 
must be given to the inherent strength of the rocks, bedding, joints, 
slaty cleavage and faults. 

Structural steel was used to support the roof in 13,226 feet of the 
tunnel, that is, 35 percent of the total length. Actually, 9,705 feet 
or 11 percent of C heading was supported by structural steel ; whereas , 
10,521 feet or 77 percent of the A heading was thus supported. It is 
clear that A heading was in a weaker formation than C heading. The 
amount of roof support is related to the geological formations as 
follows: 10,414 feet or 87 percent of the Dorchester shale member of 
the Roxbury formation required support ; 176 feet or 9 percent of the 
Squantum tillite required support ; and 2,705 feet or 11 percent of the 
Cambridge formation needed support. Within the Dorchester shale 
member, a conglomerate extends from station 11 + 80 to 22 + 90; 
only 1 7 percent of this distance needed to be supported by structural 
steel ; in the shales and argillites constituting the rest of the Dorchester 
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member, 10,225 feet out of 10,790 feet or 95 percent was supported 
by structural steel. 

The data for the diabases that formed dikes and sills are some
what enigmatic. The diabases formed 2,636 feet of the roof; of this, 
1,401 feet or 53 percent was supported by structural steel. But in A 
heading, where diabases formed 961 feet of the roof , 961 feet or 100 
percent was supported by structural steel. In C heading diabase forms 
1,675 feet of the roof , of which 444 feet or 2 6 percent was supported 
by structural steel. The much greater amount of support given the 
diabases in A heading may be due to two reasons. In part, since the 
tunnel was going through weaker shales and argillites, support may 
have been automatically continued. On the other hand, it is possible 
that these diabases, because they were associated with weaker forma
tions, were more broken up in A heading. In at least 4 localities in 
C heading, totaling 434 feet, support was required in the diabases but 
not in the adjacent argillites . 

Roof bolts were used in the east part of C heading. They were 
used to stabilize flaggy argillite that was striking parallel to the 
tunnel and was dipping gently to the north. 

The joints and faults in the tunnel were not a major factor in 
necessitating support. 
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APPENDIX 

STRATIGRAPHIC COLUMN OF ROCKS EXPOSED IN THE BOSTON 
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363 

The Cambridge argillite consists of units 70 to 58; the Squantum tillite 
consists of units 57 to 53 and the Dorchester shale member of the Roxbury 
conglomerate consists of units 52 to 1. 

70. Gray to dark-gray, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy to blocky (lo
cally massive) argillite. The laminae are mostly lutaceous with very minor and 
widely scattered thin beds, lenses or laminae of sandstone. Slump structures occur 
locally throughout the unit , especially in its lower half; otherwise the lamination 
is very regular. There is minor cross-bedding in some of the sandstone lenses, 
but such lenses are extremely rare. Sta. 203 + 85 to 375 + 86 (Shaft C); th= 
2491 , C = 5678. 

69. Light-grayish tan, laminated to thinly laminated, blocky, silicified argil
lite. The lamination in this unit is obscure. Sta. 203 + 76 to 203 + 85; th= 4.3; 
C = 3187. 

68. Gray to dark-gray, laminated to thinly laminated , flaggy to blocky argil
lite. Silty, light-colored laminae alternated with typically finer-grained , dark
colored laminae. The laminae range from less than a millimeter to about a 
centimeter in thickness. In general the dark-colored laminae are thinner. This 
is true of all the argillites in the tunnel. Sta. 201 + 38 to 203 + 76; th= 133; 
C = 3183 . 

67 . Gray to dark-gray, thinly laminated to very thin-bedded, flaggy to 
slabby, porphyroblastic slate. Chlorite porphyroblasts speckle the light-colored 
laminae. Laminae a centimeter or more thick are common in this unit in contrast 
to the thin laminae, less than a millimeter to half a centimeter or so thick , which 
characterize most of the argillites of this column. Sta. 198 + 90 to 201 +38; 
th= 72; c = 3050. 

66. Gray to dark-gray laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy to blocky argil
lite. The laminae are more or less alternately light and dark-gray in color. The 
unit contains local slump structures. Sta. 175+73 to 198 +90 ; th=274; 
C = 2978. 

65. Green, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy to slabby argillite be
coming generally darker upward in the unit or essentially greenish gray in color. 
Sta. 169+36 to 175+73; th =84; c=2704. 

64. Reddish to brownish purple, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy argil-

M- Figure before rock description is number of un it. Figures after description are : Sta. 
stations between which nnit is ex pos ed ; th == thickness of unit; c = cumulative thick

n ess of top of unit above base of section at s tation 0 + 00 (Sha ft A) . The followin g 
t erminology, proposed b y McKee a nd \ 'leir (1953), i s used: 
Stra tification Thickness 
Ver y thick-bedded > 120 cm. 
T hick-bedd ed 120 cm. - 60 cm. 
Thin-bedded 60 cm. - 5 cm. 
Very tbin-hedded 5 cm. - I cm . 
Laminate d 1 cm . - 2 mm. 
T hinl y laminated < 2 mm. 

Splitting P roper ty 
Massive 
Blocky 
Slabby 
Flaggy 
Pla ty 
Papery 
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lite with minor dark-green, arenaceous laminae. Sta. 167 + 94 to 169 + 36; 
th= 14; c = 2620. 

63 . Green to greenish gray, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy to slabby 
argillite. The laminae are locally contorted in slump structures. Two greenish 
tan , thinly laminated beds , 3 inches and one foot thick, occur 222 and 243 feet 
above the base of the unit respectively. A tan argillite bed about 3 feet thick, 
with obscure lamination and minor black laminae, appears near the roof in this 
part of the tunnel, but does not intersect map level because of displacement by 
faults. Sta. 147 + 35 to 167 + 94; th= 269; c = 2606. 

62. Brownish purple to reddish purple, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy 
argillite with minor flesh-colored laminae up to a centimeter thick. Sta. 145 + 41 
to 147+35; th=97; c=2337. 

61. Green, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy argillite. Sta. 145 + 38 to 
145+41; th=2.4; c=2440. 

60. Brownish to reddish purple , laminated to thinly laminated , flaggy argil
lite with minor greenish argillite laminae. The unit is locally slaty. Sta. 140 + 4 7 
to 145 + 38; th= 281; c = 2238. 

59. Green, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy argillite-slaty in the lower 
portions. At the base of this unit is a prominent yellow to orange bed of quartzite 
about a foot thick. Sta. 139+40 to 140+47; th=91; c = 1957. 

58. Purple slate with very minor green or flesh-colored laminae and a few 
slabby; quartzitic layers at the base of the unit. The unit becomes brownish 
purple in the upper half with less than 10% green to flesh-colored laminae or 
arenaceous bands. Sta. 137 + 94 to 139 + 40; th= 110 ; c = 1866. 

57. Dominantly purple, massive, sandy tillite with the matrix becoming 
argillaceous in the sheared upper portions of the unit. Clasts are as described for 
the underlying tillites except in the upper part of the unit where stretched pebbles 
are common. Laminations appear a few feet below the upper contact as pebbles 
disappear. Sta. 130+93 to 137+94; th=167; c=1756. 

56. Purple, thinly laminated, flaggy argillite with isolated pebbles. Sta. 130 
+ 88 to 130 + 93; th= 1.7; c = 1589. 

55. Gray to grayish green, massive, sandy tillite with clasts similar to those 
of unit 53. Sta. 129 + 77 to 130 + 88; th= 20; c = 1587. 

54. Purplish gray, very thick bedded, massive , medium-grained feldspathic 
sandstone. Sta. 129+57 to 129+77; th=4.4; c=1567. 

53. Purple to grayish or greenish tillite with granodiorite, quartzite, felsite 
and melaphyre clasts in a poorly-sorted sandy to silty matrix. Interbedded lam
inated to thinly laminated shales and subordinate argillites make up much of the 
unit through its lower 100 feet of thickness and are found as minor and dis
continuous bodies through the rest of it. The bedding of these is character
istically wavy. Scattered gray to tan lenses of feldspathic sandstone are also 
present. All of these stratified bodies are more or less conglomeratic , containing 
isolated pebbles and large granules. The laminae of the shales and argillites are 
dominantly purple with green, tan or flesh-colored bands in minor amount. Clasts 
in the tillite and interbedded strata are typically angular to subrounded. Pebbles 
and cobbles are abundant, and boulders are common, although relatively few in 
number. Sta. 119 + 16 to 129 + 57; th= 206; c = 1563 . 
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52. Gray-purple, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy argillite with less 
than 10% interlaminated or interbedded greenish gray feldspathic sandstone. The 
top of the unit is slightly conglomeratic with less than 5% of scattered pebbles. 
Sta. 118+10 to 119+16 ; th=33; c=1357. 

51 . Purplish gray, thin-bedded, slabby, medium to fine-grained feldspathic 
sandstone. Sta. 118+07 to 11 8 +10; th=0.9; c = 1324. 

50. Pale grayish purple , laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy to slabby 
argillite with minor lenses and laminae of greenish gray sandstone. A local con
glomerate, consisting of quartzite and igneous rock pebbles in a purple, argil
laceous matrix forms a lens at about the middle of the unit. Sta. 107 + 66 to 
118 + 07; th= 143; c = 1323. 

49. Gray (at base) to greenish gray to gray-green, laminated to thinly 
laminated, flaggy to slabby argillite with interbedded lenses and laminae of green
gray sandstone. Sta. 102 + 82 to 107 + 66; th= 45; c = 1180. 

48 . Gray-green to green, laminated to thinly laminated , flaggy argillite with 
interbedded lenses and laminae of coarse to fine , green-gray sandstone. Sta. 97 
+ 44 to 102 + 82; th= 42; c = 1135. 

4 7. Purplish gray to grayish purple to purple, laminated to thinly laminated, 
flaggy argillite with minor green-gray sandstone laminae which become abundant 
at the top of the unit. Sta. 95 + 52 to 97 + 44 ; th= 54; c = 1093. 

46. Greenish gray to purple-gray to gray , laminated to thinly laminated, 
flaggy to slabby argillite with minor lenses and laminae of greenish gray sand
stone. Sta. 85 + 66 to 95 + 52; th= 87 ; c = 1039. 
--Fault contact--

45. Tan, very thick-bedded, massive conglomerate with medium-grained 
matrix of feldspathic sandstone. Clasts are mostly well-rounded pebbles of 
dominant quartzite and subordinate granodiorite, felsite and melaphyre. Sta. 85 
+20 to 85+66; th=4.6; c=952. 

44. Grayish tan , thin-bedded, slabby, feldspathic sandstone with minor 
interbedded laminae of arenaceous argillite. Sta. 84 + 88 to 85 + 20 ; th= 4; 
C = 947 . 

43. Purplish gray to gray to gray-purple, laminated to thinly laminated, 
flaggy argillite with minor green or tan laminae. The colors correspond to the 
lower, middle and upper thirds of the unit in the order they are listed . The unit 
becomes increasingly arenaceous through its upper 10 feet. There is some wavy 
lamination. Sta. 80 + 40 to 84 + 88; th= 39; c = 943. 

42. Green, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy argillite with wavy lamina
tion. The color is somewhat grayish through the upper and lower parts of the 
unit. Sta. 75 + 06 to 80 + 40 ; th= 53; c = 904. 

41. Purplish gray, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy argillite with minor 
green and tan argillite laminae. Wavy lamination is characteristic. The unit is 
notably arenaceous through its lowest few feet. The overall color becomes gray 
near the top of the unit. Sta. 73+36 to 75+06; th=15; c=851. 

40. Gray, laminated to thinly laminated argillite with less than 5% of tan 
to flesh-colored argillite laminae in the lower part of the unit. The color changes 
upward to a purplish a rgillite with minor green laminae. Wavy lamination is 
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characteristic of the upper part of the unit. Sta. 64 + 50 to 73 + 36; th= 95; 
C = 836. 

39. Purple, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy argillite with minor flesh
colored laminae. The overall color becomes gray-purple toward the top of the 
unit. Sta. 62+95 to 64+50; th=7.5; c=741. 

38. Medium to dark-gray, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy argillite. 
Sta. 61 + 98 to 62 + 95; th= 9.1; c = 733. 

3 7. Purple, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy argillite with minor flesh
colored argillite laminae (less than 1% ). Sta. 61+06 to 61+98; th=14; 
C = 724. 

36. Greenish gray to gray to gray-green, laminated to thinly laminated, 
flaggy argillite. Sta. 57+36 to 61+06; th=l2; c=710. 

35. Purple or gray-purple, laminated to thinly laminated , flaggy argillite. 
Sta. 53 + 44 to 57 + 36; th= 49; c = 698. 

34. Medium-gray, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy argillite with minor 
green and purple argillite laminae. Sta. 48 + 46 to 53 + 44; th= 84; c = 649. 
--Fault Contact--

33. Green-gray to gray to gray-green, laminated to thinly laminated , flaggy 
argillite. Sta. 46 + 58 to 48 + 46; th= 17; c = 565. 

32. Gray-purple, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy argillite with subor
dinate gray-green argillite laminae which become abundant in the middle part 
of the unit. Sta. 44 + 23 to 46 + 58; th= 30; c = 548. 

31. Green, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy argillite. Sta. 43 + 51 to 
44+23; th=8.7; c=518. 

30. Purple, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy argillite with minor green 
argillite laminae. Sta. 43 + 00 to 43 + 51; th= 12; c = 509. 

29. Gray-green to greenish gray, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy shale. 
The unit becomes slightly silty and more strongly indurated toward the top. Sta. 
41+26 to 43+oo; th=25; c=497. 

28. Grayish purple, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy shale with minor 
green shale laminae and a few scattered laminae of orange to flesh-colored, sandy 
shale. Sta. 40+48 to 41+26; th=3.8; c=472. 
--Fault Contact--

27. Gray to dark gray, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy shale with 
lenses of green, feldspathic sandstone up to 6 inches thick. Sta. 40 + 26 to 
40+48; th=2.1; c=468. 
--Fault Contact--

26. Gray, laminated to thinly laminated , flaggy shale with minor light-green 
shale Iaminae. Sta. 40 + 20 to 40 + 26; th= 1.0 ; c = 466. 
--Fault Contact--

25. Green-gray, thin-bedded, slabby shale. Sta. 40 + 17 to 40 + 20; th= 
0.7; c=465. 

24. Light gray-purple to purple-gray, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy 
shale. Sta. 40 + 15 to 40 + 17; th= 0.4; c = 464. 

23. Blue-gray, thin-bedded, slabby shale. Sta. 40 + 13 to 40 + 15; th= 
0.4 ; C = 464. 
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22. Light purple-gray to gray-purple, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy 
shale. Sta. 39 + 98 to 40 + 13; th= 7.4; c = 464. 

21. Blue-gray, thin-bedded, slabby shale. Sta. 39 + 96 to 39 + 98; th= 
1.0; C = 457. 

20. Pale-purple to pale greenish purple to pale-green , laminated to thinly 
laminated, flaggy to slabby shale with minor laminae of sandy orange shale or 
sandstone. Sta. 39+02 to 39+96; th=49; c=456. 

19. Pale-purple, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy to slabby shale with 
minor pale-green and flesh-colored shale laminae and lenses of tan, feldspathic 
sandstone which grade from slightly less than 10% to less than 1 % in amount 
from the base to the top of the unit. Sta. 34 + 33 to 39 + 02; th= 92; c = 407. 

18. Flesh-colored, thick-bedded, blocky, medium to coarse-grained arkose 
with papery partings of purple shale. Sta. 33 + 94 to 34 + 33; th= 12; c = 315. 

17. Purple, laminated to thinly laminated , flaggy shale with thin lenses and 
laminae of medium-grained, light tan, flesh-colored or pale-green, feldspathic 
sandstone. The arenaceous lenses and laminae are from about a millimeter to a 
few centimeters thick . Sta. 33 + 50 to 33 + 94; th= 6. 7; c = 303. 

16. Light tan to gray-green, thin bedded to thick-bedded, slabby, coarse to 
medium-grained , feldspathic sandstone or arkose interbedded with purple, lam
inated to thinly laminated, f'laggy to slab by shale. Sta. 32 + 66 to 33 + 50; th = 
6.4; c=296. 

15. Flesh-colored, thick-bedded, blocky, medium-grained arkose. The unit 
is conglomeratic in its upper half with up to 40 % pebbles and granules of 
granodiorite. Sta. 31 + 80 to 32 + 66 ; th= 8.8 ; c = 290. 

14. Purple, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy shale alternating with 
laminae and thin beds of tan, feldspathic sandstone. The shale laminae are gen
erally 0.5 centimeter thick or less and the sandstone beds and laminae are from 
one-half to 5 centimeters thick. Sta. 31 + 10 to 31 + 80; th= 6.7; c = 281. 
--Fault Contact--

13. Mottled tan, green and purple, thick-bedded, massive, medium-grained 
feldspathic sandstone or arkose (?) . Sta. 30 + 97 to 31 + 10; th= 1.1 ; c = 274. 
--Fault Contact--

12. Purple and greenish, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy shale with 
scattered thin lenses and laminae of green and tan to flesh-colored , medium
grained, feldspathic sandstone. The arenaceous lenses and laminae are from 5 
centimeters to less than a millimeter thick. Sta. 29 + 70 to 30 + 97; th= 8.6 ; 
C = 273 . 

11. Grayish purple, laminated to thinly laminated , ·· flaggy shale alternating 
with very thin-bedded , flesh-colored and green feldspathic sandstone. Sta. 29 + 
19 to 29+70; th=l.0; c=264. 

10. Grayish purple, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy to slabby shale 
with less than 10% interbedded lenses and laminae of flesh-colored to greenish 
tan feldspathic sandstone. The arenaceous lenses and laminae are from 5 centi
meters to less than a millimeter thick. Sta. 25 + 00 to 29 + 19; th= 37; c = 263. 

9. Reddish, very thick-bedded to thick-bedded, blocky to massive, medium
grained arkose with thin partings of laminated to thinly laminated, purple shale 
Sta. 23+27 to 25+00 ; th=ll ; c=226. 
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8. Purple, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy shale. Sta. 23 + 23 to 23 + 
27; th=0.4 ; c=215. 

7. Reddish , thick-bedded to very thick-bedded, blocky to massive, con
glomeratic, medium to coarse-grained, fe ldspathic sandstone with thin partings 
of laminated to thinly laminated , purple shale. Sta. 22 + 88 to 23 + 23; th = 
5.0; C = 215. 

6. Gray, very thick-bedded, massive conglomerate with sandy matrix. In 
the lower ¾ of the unit the clasts are dominantly dark-green or purple melaphyre 
pebbles with subordinate quartzite and granodiorite. Most of the clasts are of 
pebble size and throughout the unit all the clasts of pebble size or greater are 
well-rounded. In general the clast to matrix ratio is 50: 50, although there are 
local variations. 

In the middle half of the unit the li thology of the pebbles changes to dom
inant quartzite with subordinate granodiorite and volcanics . Sandstone lenses are 
sparsely scattered through this part of the unit. 

The matrix of the upper ¾ of the unit becomes progressively more purplish 
or brownish speckled with green. Sandstone lenses become relatively abundant 
in this upper portion. Throughout the unit cobbles are common, whereas boulders 
are relatively minor. Sta. 13 + 70 to 22 + 88; th= 97; c = 210. 
--Fault Contact--

5, Green to brown, very thick-bedded, massive , medium-grained fe ldspathic 
sandstone; conglomeratic in middle of unit . Sta. 13 + 50 to 13 + 70; th = 5.5; 
c = 113. 
--Fault Contact--

4. Gray-green , very thick-bedded , massive conglomerate with slightly less 
than 30% of clasts in a fine-grained matrix. The clasts are dominantly pebbles 
of a dark-green volcanic rock (melaphyre) with subordinate quartzite and grano
diorite. The pebbles are well-rounded and quasi-ellipsoidal. Their average length 
is slightly less than an inch. Cobbles are minor and there are a few small boulders 
about a foot in diameter. 

T he conglomerate occupies a channel in gray-green, laminated to thinly lam
inated, flaggy shale. Sta. 11+73 to 13+50; th = 15; c=107. 
--Fault Contact--

3. Gray, laminated to thinly laminated, flaggy shale with minor green or 
flesh-colored shale laminae and lenses of green, feldspathic sandstone from a foot 
to less than an inch thick. Sta. 8 +40 to 11+73; th =28 ; c=92. 

2. Brown to green, thick-bedded, blocky to slab by, pyritiferous, feldspathic 
sandstone with thin partings of purple shale. This unit grades transitionally into 
unit 3. Sta. 5+31 to 8+ 40; th=41; c=64. 

1. Light brown to purplish brown , flaggy to slabby, soft, fissile shale with 
thin lenses and laminae of green siltstone and sandstone. The lenses and laminae 
are from l foo t to less than 1 inch thick. T he shale becomes gray to gray-green 
upward in this section as the purplish brown and tan or flesh colors become 
subordinate streaks. Sta. 0 + 00 to 5 + 31; th= 23; c = 23. 




